T-wave alternans: marker, mechanism, and methodology for predicting sudden cardiac death.
Sudden cardiac death (SCD) is a leading cause of cardiovascular mortality. Therefore, identifying patients at highest risk for SCD is crucial. Conventional noninvasive markers of SCD are inadequate because of low positive predictive value. The presence of visible T-wave alternans (TWA) on electrocardiogram often predicts the occurrence of lethal ventricular arrhythmias. Signal processing methods have made it possible to detect microvolt-level and visually inapparent TWA on electrocardiogram. TWA is caused by underlying regional inhomogeneities of ventricular repolarization, which predispose patients to have ventricular arrhythmias. Microvolt TWA provoked either by atrial pacing, pharmacological stress, or exercise is a promising marker of arrhythmia vulnerability. Several large trials have shown TWA to be comparable or superior to other noninvasive markers and electrophysiologic study in the prediction of SCD. The patient populations in these trials include post myocardial infarction, both ischemic and nonischemic heart failure, and suspected arrhythmias. Prospective trials regarding benefits of implantation of cardioverter-defibrillator therapy based on TWA results are ongoing.